
What does ‘The Village’ at Medford Center have in common with Jackson County 

Fire District No. 3 (in White City)? Or for that matter, what do both of these have in 

common with numerous healthcare clinics, schools, churches, community centers, banks, 

and manufacturers around Southern Oregon and Northern California? 

The answer to both those questions is simple: they’ve all been remodeled or built by S&B 

James Construction—which has been building a solid reputation since 1977.

S&B James -and the entire construction industry- has changed over the years. 

Technological advances make their way into projects and materials are built 

to reduce the environmental footprint. But if one enjoys tangible proof of 

hard work, construction is still a satisfying job.   

   “We love 
construction 
and love to 

share opportunities 
with people who 

want to learn different 
skills. Each project has 

a lot that goes into it—from 
electric wiring to carpet laying; 
there are tasks for all types of 

personalities.”

-Allen Purdy 
President

S&B James Construction 
www.sbjames.com
8425 Agate Road

White City, OR 97503
541-826-5668
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Building a Solid Reputation in 
the Rogue Valley and Beyond
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What does ‘The Village’ at Medford Center have in common with Jackson County Fire District No. 3 (in White City)? Or for that 

matter, what do both of these have in common with numerous healthcare 

clinics, schools, churches, community centers, banks, and manufacturers 

around Southern Oregon and Northern California? 

The answer to both those questions is simple: they’ve all been remodeled 

or built by S&B James Construction—which has been building a solid 

reputation since 1977.

“Our biggest success is that we have repeat clients—we leave projects with 

people who are happy. If we were to finish a project without that satisfaction, 

we’d miss out on a relationship with that client,” says Allen Purdy, President 

of S&B James. 

Founded by brothers Sam and Bill James, S&B James Construction originally had roots in the lumber industry. As the local 

economy changed, Sam and Bill brought in new partners, Rob Hernandez and Tom Hall, who took S&B James to the next level 

of construction by making relationships in the healthcare industry. When Rob began a (successful) battle against cancer in 

2012, Allen Purdy and Terri Mackey took on leadership and are still at the forefront of the company. In 2018, the company also 

expanded into Sacramento—where S&B James has taken on many projects in the time since. Having two different offices was a 

change for the company, but one that has paid off. 

Of course, the construction industry has changed as well. Today, companies are embracing the responsibility of making 

construction sites safer places for their employees. Technological advances are making their way into projects as well, ranging 

from scanning devices that show exactly where wires and pipes are located, to innovations with cross-laminated timber, which 

help reduce the environmental footprint of new construction projects. 

“We love construction and love to share opportunities with people who want to learn different skills. Each project has a lot that 

goes into it—from electric wiring to carpet laying; there are tasks for all types of personalities.” Purdy adds that it’s fun to drive 

down the street and point out structures that he’s helped build. And if you enjoy tangible proof of your hard work, construction is 

a satisfying job.

As mentioned before, there are positions for everyone in 

construction: from payroll and finance, to journeymen and 

apprentices, to civil and structural engineers, to project 

management professionals—and more. S&B James is a company 

that also encourages young women to search for careers in the 

construction industry. “It’s not just about who’s the strongest. 

There may be physical work involved, but a project takes a lot of 

brainpower too.”
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A telehandler at an S&B James Construction worksite
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